Quick News...

May 27, 1999

P.A. Moore, Director's Office

(Editor's note: We are publishing on Thursday this week due to the Memorial Day Holiday. Don't forget to take Monday off if you can.)

BABAR Collisions

Early Wednesday morning BABAR saw its first collisions. You, too, can see these events at http://www.slac.stanford.edu/BFROOT/ Congratulations to all!

In Memoriam: Bob Mozley

Emeritus professor Bob Mozley passed away on Monday, May 24th after complications from surgery. He was 82. Mozley's early work was on a streamer chamber. He later worked on SPEAR, and after retiring from particle physics work, turned his attention to arms control. Arrangements for a memorial service at SLAC are pending. http://www.stanford.edu/dept/news/report/news/may26/mozley-526.html

The Stop Signs ARE Coming!

The new date for the implementation of the Main Gate traffic change is now Tuesday, June 1. The change is that incoming traffic will have the right of way, and folks on the Loop Road will have stop signs. Painters will be here over the Memorial Holiday weekend and there will be traffic controls in place. If your holiday is full of visiting relatives, come to SLAC instead and watch paint dry. Better than Star Wars.

Last Day for Baseball Tickets

If you plan to attend SLAC's Day at the Stick on June 6th, then the fine folks in Personnel who organize this event need your money no later than close of business Friday the 28th! Talk to Al Ashley at x2355 or Deb Grear at x2265. It's a stress-free event with a free bus ride and no parking hassles.

Our Sad Librarians' Report

It appears that the new book, The Feynman Processor: quantum entanglement and the computing revolution, by Gerard Milburn, is still missing. Anyone who knows of its whereabouts can return it to the Library. Amnesty guaranteed.

Sand Hill Construction

For an update on construction progress on Sand Hill Road and how it affects your commute, look for the most recent update at http://www.stanford.edu/dept/SMC. They report that there may be some delays along Sand Hill in June and July when areas south of the road will be excavated.
Forget Softball, We Want Golf

Or so the rumor goes among those who find the tee more enticing than the mound. If you are interested in setting up a SLAC golf tournament to rival the great Theory vs Experiment Softball Extravaganza (scheduled for June 5) contact Judy Meo at x2805.

FleaMarket

You can post your classified ad using the SLAC FleaMarket Submission form. Current ads can be seen on the FleaMarket web page. These pages can be viewed from computers within the SLAC domain.
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